Budweiser getting his ozone
treatment for chronic ear problems.
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Animal Wellness Center Now
Has Ozone Therapy for your Pets!
By Rose DiLeva VMD, MS, CVCP, CVA
No one could survive without oxygen to breathe
and without your cells getting the oxygen they
need to exist. All humans and animals require
oxygen to exist and survive. Insufficient oxygen
in the body is the cause of ALL disease. All
chronic pain and disease are caused by a lack
of oxygen at the cellular level. The link between
insufficient oxygen and disease has been firmly
established. It follows, therefore, that providing a therapy that
encourages oxygen utilization will benefit those diseased pets.
Ozone therapy does just that.
Ozone therapy has been around about 100 years. It has only
recently become a therapy in veterinary medicine. It is, in fact, on
the cutting edge of veterinary medicine. I am extremely excited to
announce that this cutting-edge treatment is now available to your
pets at my Animal Wellness Center in Chadds Ford, Pa. 610-558-1616.
Ozone therapy can benefit EVERY medical condition your pet may
have. That’s a pretty amazing statement. Ozone stimulates and
stabilizes all biological functions, rather than suppressing them. It
gives the immune system a jump start.
Ozone therapy involves the administration of medical-grade ozone
to your pet to increase the amount of oxygen in the body. This allows
the body to utilize oxygen more efficiently and heal itself. This is
what bodies are meant to do. I have said for years that if you give a
body, be it human or animal, what it needs, it will heal itself. Ozone
therapy makes this happen on a cellular level.

kittens or cats
with herpes virus
in their eyes
would benefit
from a saline
flush that has
been ozonated.
These cats
often grow up
with chronic
watery eyes, eye
discharge and often
respiratory problems.
Simply flushing the eyes
with ozonated saline will kill
the herpes virus on contact.
Ozone is, in fact, the most potent sterilizer on the planet. My staff
and I have to use specially made syringes, tubing and equipment
when handling ozone because it will break down and disintegrate
regular tubing, syringes and gloves. Ozone, referred to as O3, is a
molecule that consists of three oxygen atoms all sharing the same
electrons. This makes it a very unstable molecule. This makes it a
very powerful molecule but only for a short time. O3 breaks down
to O2, the stable oxygen we breathe, within hours. This means that
we produce our ozone specifically for your pet at the time of his/her
treatment.
I hope this article encourages pet owners to consider ozone therapy
as part of their pet’s treatment plan when they are ill. We’d be happy
to answer any questions you may have.

Ozone strengthens the immune system and improves immune
response. Ozone destroys bacteria, viruses, fungi and protozoa that
cause infections. Ozone therapy will improve your pet’s circulation
and oxygen supply which helps speed recovery. This can be
particularly useful in pets that have been burned, have sunburn,
degloving injuries or wounds of any kind. Ozone therapy reduces the
number of free radicals in the body and increases the antioxidant
system’s capacity. Ozone therapy will help most all medical
conditions your pet may have. Better yet, it is completely safe and
non-toxic.
There are different kinds of administration methods of ozone
therapy and that is determined by what condition for which your
pet is being treated. Major Autohemotherapy, for example, involves
taking a small amount of blood from your pet and infusing it with
ozone gas. After a particular mixing method this treated ozonated
blood is re-introduced into your pet through an intravenous
catheter. The entire process may take 35-45 minutes. Ozone therapy
potentiates all other treatments. For example, any dog or cat
receiving acupuncture for osteoarthritis, intervertebral disc disease
or even paralysis (as often happens with dachshunds who herniate
or rupture a disc), will benefit from ozone therapy. I have included
ozone therapies as a part of my cancer treatment. Every dental
cleaning is finished by rinsing the oral cavity with ozonated saline to
kill any remaining bacteria in the mouth. It has also been used as a
therapy for Lyme Disease in both humans and pets. Ozone therapy
can benefit and potentiate treatment for allergies, kidney disease,
liver disease, skin problems, bone and joint problems such as hip
dysplasia, cardiac issues, autoimmune conditions and cancer.
Ozonated saline can be utilized to flush infected eyes or open
wounds. Ear insufflation of ozone gas can be the answer to your pet’s
chronic ear problems…..something many dogs suffer from. Young
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